This paper is the second part of a two-part series, which introduces and demonstrates a Validation and Uncertainty Quantification (VUQ) framework that serves two major purposes: i). quantify the uncertainties of the closure relation parameters and predictions of the Multiphase Computational Fluid Dynamics (MCFD) solver; ii). evaluate the agreement between the solver predictions and the experimental measurements. The framework, with the corresponding theory and method, are outlined in the first part paper. In this paper, the workflow of the framework is implemented and demonstrated for two relevant case studies: the wall boiling heat transfer in subcooled boiling flow and the adiabatic bubbly flow. The influential closure relation parameters for multiple quantities of interest (QoIs) are identified through two different global sensitivity analysis (GSA) methods: Morris screening and Sobol indices. The model form uncertainty and model parameter uncertainty of relevant closure relations are evaluated using the "modular Bayesian" approach. The uncertainties of QoIs are quantified by propagating the obtained uncertainties through the solver. The agreement between solver predicted QoIs and the experimental measurement are evaluated using two different validation metrics: confidence interval and area metric. The results demonstrate the applicability of the framework.
Introduction
The predictive capability of a MCFD solver depends on answering one question: is this solver adequately representing the underlying physics of a multiphase system of interest? A way to answer this question is to perform the validation and uncertainty quantification (VUQ) for the solver. In the first part of this two-part paper, a VUQ framework is proposed, which consists of a general procedure with six steps. The framework answers the question with two outcomes: i). the uncertainties of the closure relation parameters and predictions of the MCFD solver; ii). the agreement between the solver predictions and the experimental measurements. In this paper, the proposed framework is tested for two case studies of different two-phase flow scenarios.
There are multiple quantities of interest (QoIs) for a multiphase flow related problem. For example, in a typical boiling system, nucleate boiling in the heated surface evolves from partial to fully-developed and eventually reaches a boiling crisis. Accurately predicting this heat transfer process is vital for the efficiency and safety analysis of a two-phase flow and boiling system. Thus the wall superheat and wall heat transfer are considered as QoIs for boiling related problems. Also, the flow dynamics of the two-phase system is of vital importance for industrial applications. In a nuclear reactor, the void fraction distribution in the BWR fuel assembly significantly influences the reactivity of the core. Moreover, in a steam generator tube, the bubbly dynamics is considered to be a major influence factor to the flow induced vibration, which is a threat to the structure integrity (Pointer and Liu,2017) . Thus, the distribution of void fraction and bubble velocity are also considered as QoIs for the two phase flow related problems.
Strictly speaking, a complete VUQ for a MCFD solver requires taking all the QoIs from a scenario into consideration, quantifying the uncertainties of the solver predictions of all those QoIs and corresponding closure relation parameters, then evaluating the agreement between the solver predictions and the experimental measurement. This is compatible with the total datamodel integration (TDMI) approach whose fundamental idea is to take all the available experimental data, the relevant closure relations, and the solver into simultaneous consideration for the VUQ process. The TDMI approach serves as the basic idea of this proposed VUQ framework and is achieved with the Bayesian method. Thus such VUQ requirement is compatible with the framework. On the other hand, the complete VUQ requires the support of the measurements for all the QoIs in a given scenario. This includes measurements of the phasic velocities, the void fraction, the pressure drop, the temperature, and the wall heat transfer, etc. It is impractical to measure all the phenomena in a single experimental facility. Moreover, the lack of a satisfactory scaling method for two phase flow system prohibits the use of experimental data from different facilities into one complete VUQ process of the MCFD solver.
In this paper, the limitation of available experimental data is considered, and a more practical approach for the VUQ of the MCFD solver is applied. The VUQ of MCFD is decomposed into two separate case studies. One focuses on the wall heat transfer in the scenario of subcooled flow boiling in a vertical channel, the other focuses on the flow dynamics in the scenario of adiabatic bubbly flow. The decomposition is depicted in Figure 1 .
Figure 1. Decomposition of VUQ case studies
As discussed in the first paper, the proposed VUQ framework has a six-step workflow procedure. In this paper, two cases studies are discussed following this procedure. An MCFD solver developed based on open source CFD toolbox OpenFOAM (Weller et al., 1998 ) is evaluated in the following work, the UQLab package (Marelli and Sudret,2014) is used for sensitivity analysis.
Case study I: VUQ on wall boiling heat transfer

Solver evaluation and data collection
The scenario investigated in this case study is the subcooled flow boiling, with a focus on the wall heat transfer behavior. In this case study, the wall superheat and the three heat transfer components, i.e. evaporation heat transfer, quenching heat transfer , and forced convective heat transfer, are chosen to be the QoIs. Although the boiling process is crucial for a two phase flow system, the traditional experiments can only measure the wall superheat through thermocouples, as in (Bartolomei and Chanturiya,1967) . Hence the previous validation efforts for the boiling related scenario can only be performed for the wall superheat (Krepper et al., 2007) .
Recently, the experiments using IR camera makes it possible to measure the detailed wall temperature development in boiling process, thus making the derivation of wall heat transfer components possible (Jung and Kim,2014) , (Y. Liu and Dinh,2016) , (Yoo et al., 2016) , (Bucci et al., 2016) .
In this work, the experimental data is collected from (Richenderfer et al., 2017) , which measures the wall superheat and three heat transfer components in an upward subcooled boiling flow. The QoIs over 12 different input heat fluxes are extracted from the report. Since the data provided in the report are averaged on the whole 10mm-by-10mm heat surface, the QoIs obtained from MCFD simulations in this work are also averaged in the same manner to match the data.
The closure relation that is pertinent to the boiling process is the wall boiling model which consists of the heat partition and the nucleation related empirical correlations. Thus the wall boiling closure relations are the focus of this scenario. It is also assumed that other closure relations including the interfacial forces have a minor impact on the wall heat transfer behavior and thus do not need to be considered in the UQ process in this case study. This assumption is based on the observation of the chosen boiling closure relations studied in this case, which relies only on one flow feature: the + in near wall cell. The + value is obtained along with the mesh study and is assumed to be independent from the wall boiling closure relations. The evaluation process can be summarized in Table 1 . The wall boiling closure relations studied in this paper are based on the heat partitioning model proposed by (Kurul and Podowski,1991) . The heat is partitioned into these three components, and each component is support by one to several empirical closure relations.
The evaporation heat transfer is dependent on three nucleation correlations: the active nucleation site, the bubble departure diameter and bubble departure frequency:
The nucleation site density model studied in this work is proposed by (Hibiki and Ishii,2003) (5)
Here , and ′ are empirical parameters that represent the average cavity density, angle scaler, and cavity radius scaler respectively.
The bubble departure diameter model studied in this work is proposed by (Kocamustafaogullari, 1983 ):
The bubble frequency model studied in this work is proposed by (Cole, 1967) = √ 4 ( − ) 3 .
The Quenching heat transfer is based on analytical analysis (Del Valle and Kenning,1985) , yet several terms in the expression are still depend on empirical parameters:
Ab in the expression is the effective bubble area fraction,
and a is the bubble influence factor which is an empirical parameter. Moreover, is the waiting time between the bubble departure and the appearance of a new bubble at a given nucleation site. In this work, the model proposed by (Podowski et al., 1997) is selected:
where e is the waiting time coefficient, the suggested value is 0.8.
The forced convective heat transfer can be expressed as
where ℎ is the heat transfer coefficient, which can be evaluated through the analysis of heat transfer in turbulent boundary layer flow. The wall function of turbulence model is applied which relates ℎ to the turbulent Prandtl numbers amd the dimensionless near-wall flow velocity. In this work, a simplified version of the correlation proposed by (Jayatilleke, 1969) is adopted as
where and are the empirical parameters from the wall function.
As noted from the empirical correlations discussed previously, the number of the empirical parameters is quite large but not all of them have clear physical meanings. Based on this, a preliminary parameter selection is processed to choose those with clear physical meanings for further UQ process. The prior uncertainties of those selected empirical parameters are determined based on expert judgment. The results are summarized in Table 2 . "Non-informative" uniform distributions are assumed for all the parameters. Wall function coefficient 0 -9 9
Surrogate construction
As noted for the aforementioned closure relations, the wall boiling closure relations can be regarded as source terms that only loosely coupled with the conservative equations. Thus, a simplified physical based surrogate model is constructed for this case study. The structure of the simplified model is illustrated in Figure 2 .
It can be found that the wall boiling closure relation can be regarded as a network of different correlations, which combine to form a non-linear equation with the constraint of a fixed and known value: the total wall heat flux. Following this structure, the wall superheat can be calculated by solving a non-linear equation using the Newton-Raphson method. Once the wall superheat is obtained, the heat transfer components can be calculated respectively.
For this simplified model, only one feature is required from the simulation of MCFD solver: the + of the near wall cell. For this case, the + is obtained and prescribed through the mesh study, which is performed before any cases are simulated in the solver. Since the wall function of the turbulence model is included for all the simulation in this work, the near wall + should be greater than 30. A uniform mesh is chosen to meet this criterion through the mesh study. Based on the mesh setup, the + is obtained and assumed to be independent of parameters of wall boiling closure relations. 
Sensitivity analysis
In this step, two methods of global sensitivity analysis (GSA) are performed. As previously discussed, the QoIs are the averaged quantities over the heating surface. In this step, those obtained QoIs are further integrated over the whole simulation domain to generate global responses quantity for GSA. The results of Morris Screening method are plotted in Figure 3 .
Figure 3. Morris screening measures for wall boiling empirical parameters
It can be observed that for all the QoIs, the bubble departure diameter constant 1 is the most influential parameter. This is reasonable considering the fact that the evaporation heat transfer component is dependent on the third power of 1 , while for other parameters the relationship is linear. For other parameters, the importance varies by different QoIs. For example, the nucleation site density constant has relatively strong influence on wall superheat, whereas the contact angle scaler con has influence on wall superheat and convective heat transfer component. Moreover, the bubble effect area factor plays a relatively important role on evaporation and quenching heat transfer components.
Morris screening is an efficient measurement method for GSA, but it cannot generate a quantitative measurement of the parameters sensitivity on the QoIs. The Sobol indices method, on the other hand, can generate indices that quantitatively measure the sensitivity of parameters on the QoIs, while is much more computationally expensive. The results of Sobol indices for the four QoIs are plotted in Figure 4 .
Figure 4. Sobol indices for wall boiling empirical parameters
It is noted in Figure 4 that the bubble departure diameter constant 1 is the dominant parameter for all QoIs, the results of other parameters are also consistent with the Morris Screening method. Thus we can conclude that the GSA results from those two methods are consistent.
Parameter selection
As noted from GSA results, the most dominant parameter for all QoIs is 1 . However, all other parameters are still influential to at least one QoI. There is no clear clue to rule out anyone of them. Moreover, preliminary MCMC sampling suggest that the parameter identifiability issue exists when inferring all the parameters together. Thus, the parameter selection algorithm proposed by (Banks et al., 2013) discussed in the first part paper is applied. Firstly, the rank of the sensitivity matrix is computed using singular value decomposition (SVD). The rank of the sensitivity matrix is found to be 4, which equals to the maximum number of identifiable parameters for the given closure relations with nominal parameter values. Then the selection score for all the possible combinations of parameters is calculated based on the proposed algorithm. This procedure is performed for all QoIs respectively. Some results are summarized in Table 3 . It can be found from the results that for different QoI, the parameter selection with minimum selection score is different, in this sense, trade-off needs to be made between different QoIs. In a preliminary MCMC, single-value dependence between and 1 is observed, which is undesired for the Bayesian inference. Thus in this work, the parameter combination ( , 1 , ,E) is selected for the Bayesian inference. A more robust selection criterion for multiple QoIs is desired for future work.
Uncertainty quantification
In the step of uncertainty quantification, the modular Bayesian is applied, which firstly evaluate the model form uncertainty using Gaussian process while fix the parameters at their nominal values. In this case, the full datasets are divided into three parts: 6 datasets are used to evaluate the model form uncertainty, 5 datasets are used for model parameter uncertainty inference, while 1 dataset is left for testing. The decomposition is summarized in Table 4 .
Table 4. Boiling datasets decomposition for different purposes
Datasets decomposition
Input heat flux (kW/m 2 )
Model form uncertainty evaluation datasets 500, 1000, 1500, 2200, 2400, 2450
Parameter uncertainty evaluation datasets 750, 1250, 1750, 2100, 2300
Testing dataset 2000
In this work, the QoIs measured over the surface are averaged, thus the model form uncertainty term is spatially independent and can be expressed by a single variant GP: ( )~( ) . Six datasets are used for evaluating the model form uncertainty. The exponential kernel is selected as the kernel function of GP. The hyperparameters of the kernel are evaluated using the MAP method. The obtained results are plotted in Figure 5 .
Figure 5. Model form uncertainty ( ) for different QoIs
It can be found from Figure 5 that the has small model form uncertainties, with exceptions under high and low heat flux conditions. The other QoIs have significant discrepancy between model predictions and experimental measurements. To some extent, this is expected considering the fact that when the wall boiling closure relations were proposed, the only measurable data was the wall superheat. Thus, the wall boiling closure relations have already been compared against many different wall superheat measurements, and can give wall superheat predictions with reasonable accuracy. On the other hand, the heat partitioning prediction lacks comparison due to the lack of experimental measurements, thus the existent significant model form uncertainty cannot be identified if only takes the wall superheat into consideration. In this practice, the model form uncertainties can be identified under the TMDI approach by "learning" from the multiphysics measurement.
Once the parameters for inverse UQ are selected, the MCMC method is applied for Bayesian inference. The MCMC has been applied to similar applications such as the inverse UQ on turbulence model (Edeling et al., 2014) and fluidized-bed gasifier simulations (Gel et al., 2016) . The Delayed Rejection Adaptive Metropolis (DRAM) algorithm proposed by (Haario et al., 2006 ) is applied. There are two features of DRAM, one is delayed rejection, which means if a candidate is rejected in the sampling process, an alternate candidate is constructed to induce greater mixing. The other is adaption, which means the covariance matrix of the parameters is continuously updated using the accepted candidates.
The purpose of the MCMC is to construct stationary distribution of a Markov chain that equals to the posterior distribution of the parameter. In practice, the first 5000 samples from the chain are disregarded to ensure the convergence (or so-called "burn-in") of the following chains.
Moreover, for the "burned-in" chain, only every 10 th elements are kept in order to reduce the auto-correlation of the chain as a requirement of the stationary distribution.
The processed sample chain for all selected parameters, and their autocorrelations are plotted in Figure 6 . Good mixing and the fast decay of auto-correlations for all parameters can be observed which indicate the process chain can be regarded as the stationary distributions of the Markov chains.
Figure 6. MCMC sample traces and auto-correlations of wall boiling closure relation parameters
The marginal and pair-wise joint distributions of the four parameters are plotted in Figure 7 . Light correlation between 1 and is observed, while they come from different closure relations. This suggests that with the TDMI approach, which takes all closure relations and all QoIs of the solver into consideration simultaneously, the potential interaction between different phenomena can be identified. The statistics of the parameter distribution are summarized in Table 5 . Once the posterior distributions of the parameters are obtained, the uncertainties of QoIs can be estimated by propagating the posterior distributions through the solver, the previously obtained model form uncertainty can be added to the obtained QoIs as a correction term. The obtained results are displayed in Figure 8 .
Figure 8. 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for different QoIs from wall boiling closure relations
It can be observed from Figure 8 that the predictions of and are generally in good agreement with the whole dataset. However, is overestimated in low heat flux region while is underestimated in high heat flux region, and demonstrates the opposite trend. Moreover, for all QoIs, if takes the model form uncertainty into consideration, the model prediction will be in good agreement with the experimental measurement for all the input conditions. Moreover, since the model form uncertainty is constructed using Gaussian Process (GP) which treat the input condition as variable, it can be interpolated to any unmeasured wall heat flux. In this sense, the applicable range of the UQ results is 500 kW/m 2 ~ 2500 kW/m 2 , which basically covers normal nucleate boiling regime.
Validation metrics
In this work, two different types of validation metrics are calculated: the confidence interval (Oberkampf and Barone,2006) and the area metric (Ferson and Oberkampf,2009 ). The confidence intervals for the QoIs from wall boiling closure relations are plotted in Figure 9 .
Figure 9. Confidence intervals for different QoIs from wall boiling closure relations
If only consider the pure model prediction, it can be found the confidence intervals of are close to or covers zero, with exceptions in 500kW/m 2 and 2500kW/m 2 . This suggests that the model prediction of is in good agreement with the experimental measurement. For other three QoIs, most of the confidence intervals deviate from zero. This indicates that the true error between model predictions and data are significant. Taking the as an example, it can be observed that the wall boiling closure relation significantly underestimates the convective heat transfer for low heat flux cases while overestimating it for high heat fluxes. On the other hand, it can be observed that with the consideration of model form uncertainty, the errors are significantly reduced for almost all the cases. Such improvement indicates that the wall boiling closure relations has intrinsic model form uncertainty, and such model form uncertainty can be successfully evaluated through the proposed "Modular Bayesian" approach.
The advantage of confidence interval is it has very clear physical interpretation while also easy to implement. For example, the 95% confidence interval can be interpreted as we are 95% confident that the true error of QoI predicted by the solver is within the given interval. Such interpretation can be directly applied in the design and safety analysis for a certain engineering problem. One disadvantage of confidence interval, however, is only the mean of the QoIs predicted by solver is considered and the interval contains only statistics from the uncertainty of experimental data. In other words, the confidence interval fails to consider the full uncertainty of the solver predictions and the experimental data.
The area metric, on the other hand, compensates for the disadvantage of confidence interval by comparing the discrepancy between the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the experimental data and the solver prediction. The results of area metric are plotted in Figure 10 . It should be noted that every single point displayed in the figure represent the integrated area between the two CDFs mentioned above, a large value of area metric suggest large difference between the CDFs of model prediction and experimental data.
Figure 10. Area metrics for different QoIs from wall boiling closure relations
It can be found that for the pure model prediction, has small area metrics, with exceptions in 500kW/m 2 and 2500kW/m 2 . For the other three QoIs, the pure model predictions have significant difference with experimental data. With model form uncertainty is accounted for, the results are significantly improved. In this sense, the two validation metrics are consistent. Another advantage of area metric is that it has several properties as suggested by (Ferson et al., 2008 ) that make it mathematically well behaved and well understood. Such properties can be expressed as following for CFDs of two random variables and :
• Non-negativity: On the other hand, there are also two disadvantages of the area metric. One is that the area metric is much more complicated to calculate compared with confidence interval. It also puts higher requirement for the data quality, requires not just the statistics of the data such as its mean and variance, but the full distribution. This usually requires measuring the same quantities multiple times. The other disadvantage is that the area metric measures the absolute difference between the solver predictions and the data. Thus it cannot discern whether the solver is overestimate or underestimate the QoIs. Thus, it is suggested to calculate both validation metrics for a comprehensive evaluation of the agreement between the solver prediction and experimental data.
Case study II: VUQ on flow dynamics
Solver evaluation and data collection
The MCFD's performance on flow dynamics in the context of upward adiabatic bubbly flow is studied in this case. The reason to choose this scenario is the relatively rich experimental data. Several experimental investigations can be found from literature, which includes a series measurement of the phasic velocity, the void fraction, and the bubble dynamics. Representative works include (T. J. Liu and Bankoff,1993) , (Leung et al., 1995) , and many more summarized in (Lin and Hibiki,2014) .
A simplified case is considered which focuses on only two QoIs: the void fraction and gas velocity. Based on the idea of TDMI, the experimental data from different conditions are taken into consideration simultaneously. Thus, the experiments conducted by (Leung, 1997) are chosen as the datasets, from which eight datasets of different inlet conditions are extracted. The summary of evaluations is summarized in Table 6 . For the VUQ process, the uncertainty of data is important. However, the detail uncertainty analysis is not included in the original literature. In this work, the conservative estimation based on an incomplete error analysis from the original literature is adopted, the uncertainty for all QoIs is assumed to be 10%. The interfacial force coefficients are investigated. For drag and lift force, there are many semimechanistic correlations for the coefficients. In this work, a simplified version is used which assumes those coefficients are independent with the flow condition and can be expressed by constant values. Besides the interfacial forces, the bubble size also has a significant influence on the bubbly flow simulation. The state of the art method for bubble size prediction is to solve the interfacial area concertation equation along with the conservation equations. This approach, however, includes more parameters and requires many more extra sampling runs in the MCFD solver. Considering the limitation of computational resources, in this first demonstration case, a simplified assumption for bubble size was made. The bubble size is set to be a constant whose value equals to the inlet bubble size. Thus, only the interfacial momentum closure relations are studied and the model selected is summarized in Table 7 . The prior uncertainties of the interfacial force coefficients are summarized in Table 8 . The uniform uncertainties are assumed for those parameters, as the same to the Case Study I. 
Wall lubrication force (Antal et al., 1991) 
Turbulent dispersion force (Gosman et al., 1992) = − 3 4 ‖ − ‖∇ Virtual mass force (Auton et al., 1988) = − ( − ) To match the experimental measurement, the studied QoIs are set to be the distributions of void fraction and the gas velocity along the radial direction of the tube at (z/D = 62).
Surrogate construction
The surrogate model is constructed using Gaussian Process. There are eight datasets with different liquid and gas superficial velocities. Each case contains detailed 13 radial distributions of void fraction and gas velocity. Thus, the output QoIs can form a high dimensional vector. The length of the output QoIs is 8 × 13 × 2 = 208. It is very inefficient to construct 208 separate GPs for the QoIs, thus the dimension reduction based on PCA is performed for this case.
Firstly, the MCFD simulations are performed with perturbed interfacial force coefficients sampling from Latin hypercube sampling. A total 64 samples are generated and run in the MCFD solver, among which 56 samples are used for surrogate construction and 8 samples are used for cross-validation.
Considering the high dimensionality of the outputs, the principal component analysis (PCA) applied for dimensionality reduction; the detailed algorithm is discussed in Appendix.B of the Part I paper. The void fraction and gas velocity simulation results are centered and scaled according to the inlet conditions, then stacked to create a matrix to which PCA is applied.
The results of the PCA applied to the combined void fraction and fluid temperature predictions are shown in Figure 11 . It can be observed that up to 99.5% of the total variances can be explained by the first 8 principal components (PCs). The GP surrogate is constructed for the 8 PCs, respectively. The constructed GP surrogate is an approximation of the original MCFD solver, whose accuracy should be evaluated. In this work, the cross validation is performed for the accuracy assessment. The procedure of cross-validation is done through the following steps:
• Randomly divide the sampled test case results into k groups of the same size.
• Construct the surrogate with k-1 groups of results and left 1 group as validation set.
• Repeat the previous step k times, in each time a different group is treated as a validation set.
• Average the obtained results from the k evaluations.
The comparisons of PC scores between MCFD simulations and GP predictions are plotted in Figure 13 , where an accurate GP prediction should fall into or very close to the diagonal line in the plot. It can be found from the figure that the GP surrogate predictions are in good agreement with original MCFD simulations for most of the PC scores. Except for 3rd and 7th score which have some moderate discrepancies.
Figure 13. Comparison of PC scores between MCFD simulations and GP predictions
The averaged accuracy of surrogate can be estimated with the mean square error, the results for all the PCs are summarized in Table 9 . The results confirm the qualitative observation from Figure 13 , that the 3 rd and 7 th PC score has relative large MSE, but still in the acceptable range. It should be noted that both the GP surrogate and the PCA would inevitably introduce additional uncertainties. A rough estimate of these uncertainties can be made by comparing the differences between original solver predictions and the predictions given by surrogate. For most predictions, the difference between surrogate predictions and the original MCFD solver is less than 1%. However, extreme cases exist for predictions with near zero values where differences can be around 10%. It is also worth noting that it is still unclear how to estimate the uncertainty introduced by the statistical methods over the whole validation domain. In this work, we assume the uncertainties introduced by statistical methods is trivial compared to the model parameter uncertainty and model form uncertainty thus can be neglected.
Sensitivity analysis
Similar to the first case study, the solver predictions are averaged to generate a global response for the GSA. This averaging process indicates that the void fraction and velocity in different locations under different flow conditions are treated with equal importance. Thus two globally averaged quantities are analyzed using two GSA methods: the void fraction and gas velocity.
The GSA results using Morris Screening method are displayed in Fig. It can be found that for both QoIs, only three parameters are influential and their importance can be ranked as: > > . While the virtual mass force coefficient and turbulence dispersion coefficient has less influence on both of the QoIs.
Figure 14. Morris screening measures for interfacial force coefficients
The Sobol indices plotted in Figure 15 is consistent with the Morris screening results, both the first order indices and total indices confirmed the same importance order.
Figure 15. Sobol indices for interfacial force coefficients
There are only three influential parameters and the preliminary MCMC result shows no parameter identifiability issue. Thus there is no need to perform the parameter selection algorithm. The three parameters are directly applied for the Bayesian inference for uncertainty quantification.
Uncertainty quantification
The model form uncertainty is evaluated using Gaussian process. The hyperparameters of the kernel function are evaluated using the MAP method. Unlike the first case study, the QoIs in this case is a spatial distribution, and there are two inlet conditions. Thus the model form uncertainty term is modeled by a multi-variant GP: ( / , , )~( / , , ) . Due to the limitation of available datasets, 4 datasets are used for model form uncertainty evaluation, while 3 are used for model parameter uncertainty evaluation, and one dataset is left for testing. The decomposition is summarized in Table 10 . The model form uncertainty distribution as a function of inlet superficial velocities at one location are plotted in Figure 16 . It can be observed that the model form uncertainty of at this location is negative over the whole input space, this suggest is overestimated for all cases at this location. For the inverse UQ on model parameters, the same process discussed in section 2.5 Uncertainty quantification is applied. The processed sample chain for all selected parameters and the autocorrelations of them are plotted in Figure 17 . Good mixing and the fast decay of autocorrelations for all parameters can be observed.
Figure 17. MCMC sample traces and auto-correlations of selected interfacial force coefficients
The obtained samples can be used to construct the stationary distribution of the Markov chain which can be regarded as the posterior distributions of the parameters. The obtained marginal and point-wise distributions of the three parameters are plotted in Figure 18 . The statistics of the parameter distribution are summarized in Table 11 . It can be observed that there is a correlation between and . Generally speaking, large value of will result a large value of . This again indicates TDMI can detect the possible interaction between different closure relations. It can be found from these three figures, the calibrated interfacial force closure relations can capture the near wall void fraction peak for all the conditions. The peak location can also be identified with acceptable accuracy. On the other hand, there are still relative large discrepancies between experimental data and solver prediction for the absolute values of void fraction. For the gas velocity, the solver predictions indicate a consistent pattern for all cases: underestimating the velocity in the near wall region while overestimating it in the central region. Such discrepancies, including the void fraction and gas velocity, can be corrected by adding the model form uncertainty term to the solver predictions. This indicate that there are significant model form uncertainties if the constant interfacial coefficients are chosen since significant information regarding the bubble dynamics flow are neglected. Moreover, it also demonstrates that the modular Bayesian approach can incorporate such model form uncertainty.
Validation metrics
The confidence interval and the area metric are calculated in this step. Three representative results, model form uncertainty evaluation case, model parameter uncertainty evaluation case and test case, are plotted in Figure 22 and Figure 23 . From the confidence interval plotted in Figure 22 , several observations can be made:
• Generally, for void fraction, the model prediction is in better agreement with data in the central region than the near wall region. Such a pattern is most significant in the third case, = 0.09 m/s, = 1.1 m/s.
• For velocity, the confidence interval of error is positive in central region and negative in near wall region; this is consistent with the observation from uncertainty quantification results.
• With the consideration of model form uncertainty, the confidence interval of errors become very close to or covers zero. This reaffirmed that the model form uncertainty can be correctly accommodated with the modular Bayesian approach.
The area metrics of the same representative cases plotted in Figure 23 is consistent with the observations from confidence interval. 
Conclusions
In this work, two case studies are performed to demonstrate the process of the VUQ framework designed for MCFD solver. One case study focuses on the wall heat transfer in the scenario of subcooled flow boiling in a vertical channel, whereas the other focuses on the flow dynamics in the scenario of adiabatic bubbly flow. Based on the VUQ results, several summaries can be drawn on the relevant closure relations of the MCFD solver:
• For both cases, only a subset of empirical parameters' uncertainties are quantified, whereas nominal values are employed to other parameters. There are two reasons for not quantifying the uncertainties of all parameters. Firstly, some parameters are not influential on the QoIs and thus do not need to be considered in the UQ process. Secondly, possible parameter identifiability issue could exist among certain parameters.
The UQ process will hence not update the prior distribution of these unidentifiable parameters. Given non-informative priors, this UQ process will lead to flat posteriors of these unidentifiable parameters, from which one can hardly get useful information for future simulation setup. In this sense, the parameter selection is an essential step for avoiding the parameter identifiability issue.
• For subcooled flow boiling case, the UQ results suggest that with the studied wall boiling closure relation, the MCFD solver can have predictions that are in good agreement with the wall superheat with experimental data, while having a relatively large model-data discrepancy on the wall heat transfer component. Such discrepancy can be quantified by the model form uncertainty term.
• For adiabatic bubbly flow, despite some discrepancy between solver prediction and experimental measurement, the void fraction predicted by MCFD solver, with calibrated interfacial force coefficients, can quantify the near wall peak observed in experimental measurement. But the predictions for bubble velocity tend to overestimate it in bulk flow region while underestimate it in near wall region. For both QoIs, the model-data discrepancy can be reduced by introducing the model form uncertainty term.
The obtained VUQ results confirm feasibility and basic promises of the proposed framework in several aspects:
• The surrogate modeling is found to be an effective method to alleviate the computation burden for performing the parametric study on MCFD solver.
• The uncertainties of closure relation parameters can be quantified through the inverse UQ with Bayesian inference. Since such UQ process is performed with datasets of different conditions instead of a single case study, the obtained results can be applied over the whole domain covered by data.
• There is significant model form uncertainty of the studied closure relations. These model form uncertainties can be evaluated through the modular Bayesian approach applied in the framework. On the other hand, this also emphasizes the importance to develop state-of-art closure relations that generalize more experimental evidence to reduce the model form uncertainty.
• The uncertainty of QoIs can be obtained by propagating the parameter uncertainties through the MCFD solver. Validation metrics are calculated to give a quantitative and objective measurement of the agreement between model predicted QoIs and the experimental measurement.
There are still several limitations of the current framework which requires improvement for further study:
• The numerical uncertainty is not explicitly evaluated in the framework. As a topic of verification, the numerical uncertainty is not discussed in this work. A more comprehensive evaluation requires the VUQ framework to be extended to the VVUQ.
• Whereas using the statistical model to construct a surrogate for the high dimensional output of the MCFD solver is helpful for significantly reducing the computation burden, additional uncertainties are introduced through this process. Such uncertainty is not evaluated in the current framework. The cross-validation can give an estimation of such uncertainties by calculating the differences between original solver predictions and the predictions given by surrogate. However, whether such estimation can be extended to the whole validation domain is still unclear.
An additional topic that needs investigation is the data availability for the VUQ of MCFD solver. In current work, the VUQ on MCFD solver is decomposed into two separate case studies due to the limitation of experimental measurement. On the other hand, it should be noted that the high-fidelity simulation demonstrates its potential to be an alternative data source in addition to experiment. Moreover, the feasibility of using high-fidelity computational model to quantify the uncertainty of low-fidelity model has been demonstrated within statistical framework (Lewis et al., 2016) . Based on this, the direct numerical simulations with interface tracking method for two phase flow and boiling (Feng and Bolotnov,2017) , (Sato and Niceno,2017) could serve for the VUQ of MCFD solver. 
